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Tools we will 
be using

Share your perspective about the topic 
through:

How to get what 
you came for...

Participate in the polls/chats to share your 
perspective. Take notes, be curious, and ask 
questions. 
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Purpose
Understand practices for being 
intentional with one another in 
the way we approach new work 
models.

Outcomes
Today, you’ll gain strategies to:

● Reconnect to team members with 
intentionality.

● Apply heightened consciousness to how 
we experienced the last 18 months.

● Recognize how we have all developed 
effective new skills and behaviors.

● Reset overall goals and expectations for  
a hybrid work environment.



Agenda
● Opening
● Purpose and outcomes
● The four steps to reboarding a 

hybrid team
● Moving into action
● Closing



Respond via Mentimeter
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Respond via Mentimeter



Reconnect
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Reconnect Recontract

Four key steps to to reboarding a hybrid team

“Contracting” with one another is professional coaching language. 
It refers to a practice in which individuals work together to design 
an intentional relationship. Re-contracting describes the need to 
consciously revisit these relationships given all that has potentially 
changed for each individual over these 18 months.



Reconnect Recontract
Recognize 
new skills
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Reconnect Recontract
Recognize 
new skills
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Recognize new 
behaviors



Reconnect

Four key steps to to reboarding a hybrid team

Recontract
Recognize 
new skills

Recognize new 
behaviors



Write down the first step you could take to implement these 
strategies in the coming weeks.

Respond via Zoom chat

Moving into action



SEPTEMBER 1, 2021
9 a.m. - 12 p.m. MDT
A VIRTUAL USER EVENT



From our session with Sinéad—what has impacted you?

Respond via Zoom chat

Reflection



Pause. Amidst the busyness. During the days of back to back appointments, celebrations 
and meetings. During the moments when life seems to be moving at one hundred miles per 
hour. Pause. Take it all in, right where you are now. Reacquaint yourself with who you are. 
Remind yourself that you’re doing your best and that that is all you can do. Pause. Allow 
yourself to take a moment to stretch and feel your muscles relax. Let any tension fall away. 
Pause. Take in as much air as your lungs will allow and just breathe. You are doing better 
than you think. 

- “Just Breathe” by Nikki Banas

Reflection




